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Windsurfing : Delphine Cousin-Questel
Four-Time World Champion
Two athletes from Saint Barth stood on the world championship funboard podium,
with Delphine Cousin-Questel on the top step and Maëlle Guilbaud on the third.
The 100% French podium also comprised Marion Mortefon. ©Carter/PWAworldtour.com
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News Briefs

Time
for
Dinner

A Small Survival Manual
For New Arrivals

S

aint Barth really is an unusual island. Very
French in some ways and very Caribbean
in others! One of the more local traditions
is goat stew, and I must admit that in 27 years of
being married to a local, I have never eaten it (in
spite of the fact that my mother-in-law is a good
cook and goat stew was frequently served at Sunday lunch and still appears at holiday gatherings…
). Some locals raise their own goats but I imagine
at this point, much of the goat meat is imported.
The stew is usually seasoned with curry or colombo, a West Indian curry-style powder.

So it is no real surprise that a celebrity chef such as
Jean Imbert, now in charge of the kitchens at
Cheval Blanc Isle de France hotel, has reached into
the local cookbooks and come up with curried goat
stew as one of his signature dishes, albeit a gourmet version. Guests at the hotel’s restaurant, La
Case, can dine in five-star splendor yet taste one of
the dishes that has sustained locals for many generations.
If last week, art was in the spotlight, this week we
are happy to report on the success on two very talented young women who are world-champion
windsurfers: Delphine Cousin-Questel winning her
fourth world championship title and Maëlle Guilbaud in the top three for the first time. Bravo to
these stars!
With Thanksgiving behind us, the holidays are
right around the corner and Saint Barth is a great
place for shopping. While I generally buy many of
my gifts at Les Artisans in Gustavia, I have to
admit that a few people on my list might get a
gourmet basket from L’Epicerie du Gout in Villa
Creole (St Jean). Their goodies sound very tempting!
So from goat stew to gourmet goodies, Saint Barth
has it all….
Bon appétit!
Ellen Lampert-Gréaux

Primarily, but not only, for seasonal workers, the
Saint Barthélemy Hotels and Villas Association,
whose president is Anne Dentel, has published a
small survival manual in French, English, and Portuguese. Its goal is to “alert new arrivals and remind
residents about several basic rules of good citizenship
on the island,” explains the association. “This booklet
is both humorous and concise in order to be appealing. We called upon a resident artist, Fréderic Dupuy,
for the illustrations.” Amiability toward other residents, sound pollution, responsible driving, pets,
trash and debris, proliferation of mosquitoes… All
the elements required for a peaceful season!

Marcelle’s Artistic Photo-Novel
At The Christopher
Behind the nom-de-plume
Marcelle, one finds Carolina
who moved to Saint Barth
seven years ago, but has only
been taking photographs for
the past several months. An
exhibit of her work titled “La
Capricieuse” can be seen
through December 25 in the
lobby of The Christopher
Hotel. Designed as an artistic
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photo-novel, her project relates the adventures of a
tourist visiting Saint Barth, from her arrival at the airport to her departure, with a swim at Shell Beach, an
evening out, a walk in Grand Fond...

Sainte Barbe Celebration On
December 7
The traditional firemen’s patron, Saint Barbe, will be
celebrated on Saturday, December 7 at the fire station
in Saint Jean. The day starts at 10am with a medal
ceremony and champagne toast at 10:45am. A cards
tournament will begin at 12:30pm, with signups
starting at noon. Kids, eight years and older, can pace
themselves on the firemen’s athletic circuit at 2pm,
then at 3pm smaller kids can play on inflatable structures. From 3pm to 4:30pm, adults can try the athletic circuit. In the evening, the fire station will host the
traditional firemen’s ball, with a bar and food available. On Sunday, December 8, the fire fighters will
parade in Gustavia starting at 10:30am, with an
opportunity for kids to meet them.

would attempt.
Super-fit with a love for extreme sports, Pit Makridis
lives for the high-flying goals he sets for himself. His
most recent: to make a parachute jump from an altitude of 10,000 meters. “Jumping from that height is
only possible at two places in the world, and you
must have a lot of experience,” he explains. He had
already jumped from 3,000 meters to land in the stadium in Saint Jean, ruby ball in hand, to open the
Antilles-Guyana tournament last May.
From a height of 10 kilometers above the ground in
the United States, things are a bit more complicated.
“You are above all the air corridors and there is the
risk of syncope. Above 7,200 meters, you can no
longer breathe,” Makridis explains. Such a jump
requires serious equipment and rigorous training
beforehand. “It was like a big slap when I left the airplane,” he says, referring to a Beechcraft King Air,
which can fly at high altitude, but at low speed so
that parachutists can jump. At this height, the descent
lasts approximately two minutes and 20 seconds.
“It’s definitely worth it. The experience was magnificent, a great adventure,” concludes the 53 year-old,
who is seeking his next challenge. “I don’t know
what it is yet… but I am working on it!”

The Carl Gustaf To Open
In February
While work continues at the Carl Gustaf, a hotel that
belongs to the Barrière Group, it will not meet its
promise to open before the New Year. The inauguration of this 20-room property has been pushed back
until the month of February.
Michel and his staff are happy to welcome you
to their pool-side restaurant for lunch & dinner.

Pit Makridis Makes Record
Jump

Saint Barth parachutist Pit Makridis jumped from an
airplane at a 10,000-meter altitude last September in
Tennessee: a performance that not many people

Holiday special, in addition to our regular menu.
Lobsters Fresh From The Tank
100 g for 8,00 euros

Hôtel Baie des Anges • Flamands • 0590 27 63 61
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It’s A Bird, It’s A Plane, It’s A Helicopter

West Indies Helicopters, a company that specializes in high-end passenger transfers, started service as of
December 1, 2018. Last season, they transported close to 1,200 travelers.

F

lap, flap, flap… the helicopter lifts off from the
ground. “Ready for takeoff
for a 15-minute panoramic tour of
the island,” Maxime, one of the
two pilots for the company,
announces to the control tower,
and we soar over the runway,
heading toward Bonhomme and
Frégate, then Boulanger and Pelé.
We pass Fourchue on our way
back to Saint Barth, with incredible views of Colombier, Gustavia,
the cliffs by Shell Beach, then
Gouverneur and the salt flats of
Saline… The tour of the island is
colorful, enlivened by calm
turquoise seas and lush greenery
encouraged by recent rains. The
glass cabin of the helicopter
makes it easier to see the landscapes than the window of an airplane: you can almost see the lobsters hiding under the rocks!

Play Golf In Anguilla
The 15-minute panoramic flights
are not the heart of West Indies
Helicopters business plan, as they
don’t want to just take people
around the island, but do so at the
end of the season, primarily for
locals. Established in 2018 in the
Antilles, and based in Grand Case
but focused on Saint Barthélemy,
the company was created by
Jérôme Auclair and Estelle Blanchard (who is not an island native
in spite of her last name). They
already had a VIP helicopter company in the Alps and on the Côte
d’Azur, with 12 years of experience. In spite of that, opening a
helicopter company is not like
opening a shoe store. “It took us
six years to get open here,”
explain the owners. But their
clients came faster than that,

thanks to their relationships with
tourism professionals on the
island. Last season, West Indies
Helicopters transported close to
1,200 passengers. “That’s not bad.
Without our contacts, it would
have been a lot more complicated.
Things evolved rapidly, as if we
had been here for a long time,’”
they add. “The hotels and agencies were open to the idea and had
been looking for this complementary service to airplanes.”
Most of their clients are looking
for transfers to and from the airports of Saint Martin and Saint
Barth. Up-scale travelers appreciate the beautiful views, the exclusivity of a helicopter, and the flexibility of scheduling. But these
things do not come cheaply:
1,100€ for a trip between Saint
Jean and Grand Case, 1,400€ for

Juliana; to fly to Guadeloupe, the
flight costs 5,400€. “Between
maintenance and fuel, a helicopter
is an expensive means of transportation. “100€ per person,
that’s not possible; this is a luxury
option,” explains Jérôme Auclair.
The helicopter can hold up to five
passengers and their luggage.
“And you can reserve it as easily
an hour in advance as six months
in advance,” notes Estelle Blanchard. In addition to airport transfers, clients can also use the helicopter to go on a golf outing in
Anguilla, or spend a day in Nevis,
Saba, Antigua, etc. The helicopter,
an Ecureuil model made by Airbus, has an autonomous range of
two-and-a-half hours. The farthest
French island it can reach from
Saint Barth non-stop is Martinique.
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Windsurfing

Delphine Cousin-Questel Four-Time
World Champion, Maëlle Guilbaud Wins Bronze
Two athletes from Saint Barth stood on the world championship funboard podium, with Delphine
Cousin-Questel on the top step and Maëlle Guilbaud on the third. The 100% French podium also
comprised Marion Mortefon.

I

n spite of an injury last September, title-holder Delphine
Cousin-Questel won her fourth
windsurfing championship, after
the last leg of the funboard PWA
world championships in Nouméa.
Four world titles and six French
titles by the age of 27, Delphine
Cousin-Questel has reason to celebrate! “What an incredible feeling
to win my fourth world title in
slalom, after an intense week of
battling it out at a great spot on the
Cote Blanche in New-Caledonia!”
Throughout the week, fierce competition took place during the 11
races. Marion Mortefon gave it her
best shot to wrest the title from
Delphine by winning the last event
of the year, but that was not
enough. “The week was very trying. After a difficult start, I managed to find the resources to perform at my highest level at the end
of the competition and was able to
keep my title,” explains Delphine,
who has nothing but praise for her
adversaries. “Congratulations to
Marion Mortefon for her victory
on this last leg, as well as Lena
Erdil and Maëlle Guilbaud, after a
tight battle for the podium. With
the level getting higher each year,
2020 should be an interesting
season.”

A Coveted Third Place
Third in the provisional ratings, St
Barth resident Maëlle Guilbaud did
what it took to keep Turkish sailor,
Lena Erdil, wold vice-champion,
to make it onto the podium. Arriving early to the race spot, she spent

Five French sailors dominate the windsurfing podiums: French fun boarders
took top honors in Nouméa with five medals. Pierre Mortefon and Delphine
Cousin-Questel were crowned world champios. Antoine Albeau took third place
for men, and for women the podium was 100% French with Marion Mortefon
and Maëlle Guilbaud placing second and third behind Delphine in first place.

three days training in the bay of
Sainte-Marie, “a stretch of water
that is very technical, especially in
terms of jibes (when turning
around the buoys).”
Feeling the stress, Maëlle entered
the competition with one main
goal: to stay ahead of Lena Erdil in
order to maintain her place on the
podium. The two board riders
raced nose-to-nose all week, providing a great show out on the
waves.
At the end of the last race, Léna

Erdil finished third. “I waited for
the final score with impatience. I
knew I was fourth for this event,
and Lena was third. That put us in
a tie, and I wondered what rule
would be used to separate us,”
relates Maëlle. The results were
announced: Maëlle Guilbaud was
in the top three for the first time in
her career. “I am third world-wide!
Very, very happy! There are no
words to express my relief. It’s my
third year on the PWA world tour
and I managed to stand on the
podium with two other Frenchwomen,” rejoices Maëlle.
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GASTRONOMY
Gustavia
Bagatelle
Bar de l’Oubli
Bête à Z’Ailes (BAZ Bar)
Black Ginger
Bonito
Café Gloriette
Eddy’s Restaurant
Fish Corner
Galawa (Pipiri Palace)
L’Entracte
L’Isola Ristorante
L’Isoletta
La Crêperie
La Cantina
La Guerite
Le Repaire
Casa by Ociela
Orega
QG
Quarter Kitchen & Cocktail Lab
Shellona

Saline
05.90.27.51.51
05.90.27.70.06
05 90 29 74 09
05.90.29.21.03
05.90.27.96.96
05.90.27.13.71
05.90.27 54 17
05.90.51.36.33
05.90.27 53 20
05.90.27.70.11
05.90.51.00.05
05.90.52.02.02
05 90 27 84 07
05.90.27.55.66
05.90.27.71.83
05.90.27 72 48
05.90.27.63.77
05.90.52.45.31
05.90.87.41.36
05.90.27.51.82
05.90.29 06 66

Saint-Jean
Chez Joe (Airport)
Kiki e Mo
L’Ardoise
La Terrasse
Le Diamant
Le Glacier
Le Jardin
Le Piment
Lil’Rock
Nikki Beach
Pearl Beach
Zion (ex Hideaway)

05.90.27.71.40
05.90.27.90.65
05.90.77.41.97
05.90.27.52.21
05.90.29.21.97
05 90 27 71 30
05 90 27 73 62
05.90 27.53.88
06.90.40.56.62
05.90.27.64.64
05.90.52.81.33
05.90.27.63.62

Flamand
La Case (Cheval Blanc)
La Langouste
Spice of St Barth
Chez Rolande

05.90 27 61 81
05.90.27.63.61
06.90.54.41.42
05.90.27.51.42

Lurin
Santa Fé

05.90.27.61.04

Colombier
Les Bananiers
François Plantation (Villa Marie)

05.90.27.93.48
05.90.77.52.52

Esprit
Grain de Sel
Tamarin (Le)

05.90.52.46.10
05.90.52 46 05
05.90.29.27.74

Lorient
Jojo Burger
Le Bouchon
La Bohème
Le Portugal à St Barth

05 90 27 50 33
05 90 27 79 39
06 90 35 72 93
05 90 27 68 59

Pointe Milou
Mango Bar Restaurant (Lunch)
Christo (Diner & Lounge)
Ti St-Barth

05.90.27.63.63
05.90.27.63.63
05.90.27 97 71

Toiny
Le Toiny Beach Club (Lunch)
Le Toiny (Dinner)

05.90 27.88.88
05.90 27.88.88

Grand Cul de Sac
Aux Amis (Le Barthélemy)
Le Sereno
Yo Sushi Mania

05.90.77.48.48
05.90.29.83.00
06.90.62.69.83

Anse des Cayes
Chez Yvon
Le Manapany

05.90.29 86 81
05.90.27.66.55

Corossol
Le Régal

05.90.27 85 26

Public
Maya’s

05.90.27.75.73

MASTHEAD
Published by "Le Journal de Saint-Barth"
issn-1766-9278
Les Mangliers, St-Jean - BP 602 - 97133 St Barth
Phone. : 0590.27 65 19 • Fax : 0590 27 91 60
stbarthweekly.com • stbarthweekly@wanadoo.fr
Director: Avigaël Haddad
Editor : Valentine Autruffe
English texts & Translations : Ellen Lampert Greaux
Advertising : Avigaël : 0690 547 624
Print Worker : Prim Services
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TIME OUT

Where to go dancing? See an art exhibit? Listen to live music?
Time Out keeps you up to date on local happenings. Let’s party !
Chanté Nwel
In Lorient

On Sunday, December
8, the Saint Joseph
Library in Lorient will
host the island’s first
Chanté Nwel (Christmas Carols) of the season at 4pm. Holiday
treats will be served:
sweet potato pudding,
cinnamon cookies,
Christmas ham, soup
and galettes, etc…

Live Music
w Every Day

- DJ set @ Bonito St Barth.
- DJ Set for lunch @ Pearl
Beach
w Thursday December 5
- Le Ti 54! Tribute to Studio 54 by the resident DJ
Franck N. Performer show
at 10pm during dinner.
Fancy dress room. DJ after
dinner party @ Ti St Barth.
w Friday December 6
- "Crazy Ti!" Dinner and
clubbing-style dance show.
DJ after dinner party and
fancy dress room
@ Ti St Barth
- Evening "For Her"
(Ladies Night) music by
Fabien Lanciano
@ Bagatelle, Gustavia
- “Rose Fridays” Music by
Patris Gero & AL SAX, 12
pm -7pm @ Nikki Beach
- Friday Friendly Afterwork - Dj Set from 5pm
@ Pearl Beach
w Saturday December 7
- Crazy Ti! Dinner and
clubbing-style dance show
(show at 10pm) DJ after
dinner party and fancy
dress room. @ Ti St Barth
- Evening BagaCella de

Samedi (ambiance hippy
chic) DJ Fabien Lanciano
@ Bagatelle, Gustavia
- Bikini Day - Grab you
best Bikini and join the
Party - DJ set and Fashion
show by Pop St Barth
@ Pearl Beach, Saint-Jean
w Sunday December 8
- Amazing Sundays music
by Philippe Paris, Patris
Gero & AL SAX 12pm –
7pm @Nikki Beach
- Live music with Sofia Rei
&JC Maillard from 9pm
@ Baz Bar, Gustavia
w Tuesday December 10
- "The traditional cabaret
show of Le Ti St Barth"
Dinner-Cabaret Show DJ
after dinner party and
fancy dress room
@ Ti St Barth
w Wednesday December 11
- "The traditional cabaret
show of Le Ti St Barth"
Dinner-Cabaret Show. DJ
after dinner party and
fancy dress room
@ Ti St Barth
- Evening Dolce Vita with
live music by Jaya
@Le Barthélemy
- "Live Music by Carbo"
from 7 :30 pm
@ Villa Marie, Colombier
w Thursday December 12
- "Le Ti 54: YOU make the
show!" Special disco/nudisco/funky music by the
resident DJ Franck N.
Dinner and interactif show
with the dancers and yourself! @ Ti St Barth

Night Club
@ Modjo St-Jean
@ Casa Night Club
@ Tavern TiBar, Ti St
Barth

Stay in touch
WHEREVER YOU ARE

www.stbarthweekly.com

Fashion Show
w Daily Fashion Shows

- Fashion Showy every
lunch @ Pearl Beach
- Fashion Show every night
(Closed on Sunday &
Monday) @ Ti St Barth
- Fashion Show every
lunch @ Nikki Beach
- Every day from 1:30pm2pm @ Le Barthelemy

Exhibitions
w Until December 7

Fernando Costa @ Wall
House Territorial Museum,
Gustavia Free entry
w Until December 12
- Victor Matthews solo
exhibition at Space Gallery
Gustavia.
- Sebastien Martinon
solo exhibition by Space

Gallery @ Barnes int.
- Bronze Sculptures
@ The Collectivity
Until December 8
Exhibition «La Capricieuse
in St Barth» by Marcelle
@ Christopher
w Artist’s Collection
- Hannah Moser, Cul-deSac
- Kay Quattrocchi, Salines
w Art Galleries
- Antoine Heckly ArtGallery
- Clic Gallery, Gustavia
- Les Artisans, Gustavia
- Camaruche Gallery
- SpaceSBH Gallery
- Pipiri Palace, Gustavia
- Pati's Gallery, by Artists
of Saint-Barth
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Land KEN - EXCLUSIVE - Marigot

REAL ESTATE

6,700,000 €

Rare opportunity. Buildable land with direct access to Marigot bay. Lot
size 2077m2.

© LAURENT BENOIT

DISTINCTIVE PROPERTIES FOR SALE
FROM ST. BARTHS TO ST. TROPEZ

Land HAZa / HAZb - St. Jean
2,889,000 € Each
Lot sizes: 1338m2 and 1337m2

© LAURENT BENOIT

Two buildable lots with ocean views above the beautifully renovated
pond at an affordable price. Each will allow for a villa with fantastic
views, or combine the two for your St. Jean estate.

Land WR TEG
EXCLUSIVE | GUSTAVIA
€ 4,800,000 each lot
292m² / 393m²

Villa LLA - 4 BR - St. Jean Hillside

Lionel Garaix
lgaraix@wimco.com
0590 51 07 51
PRESIDENT, WIMCOsbh

REALESTATE@WIMCO.COM

9,900,000 €

Recently fully renovated 4 bedroom villa on a 1510m2 lot on the popular
hillside above Nikki Beach in St. Jean. Stunning ocean and sunset views.

© LAURENT BENOIT

Unique opportunity. 2 lots in Gustavia
above the Carre d'Or with panoramic
harbor views and sunsets. A building
permit has been obtained for a 2-bedroom villa on each lot. The lots are side
by side and can be combined.

Doug Foregger
doug@wimco.com
+1 401 236 0190

DIRECTOR, INT’L REAL ESTATE

VISIT OUR OFFICE ACROSS FROM THE AIRPORT

Apt LJA - 2 BR - Gustavia

2,700,000 €

High in Gustavia, contemporary 2 bedroom apartment offering beautiful
views over the harbour. Close to town center.
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Jean-Imbert Reinvents Traditional Island Cuisine
At La Case
To kick off the new season, the 61-room hotel, Cheval Blanc Isle de France, has a celebrity chef,
Jean Imbert, in the kitchen at La Case restaurant, which is now open.

I

n a move worthy
of Top Chef,
which
Jean
Imbert won in 2012, a
gourmet version of
Chicken Colombo is
one of the signature
dishes on the new menu
at La Case, the restaurant at the Cheval Blanc
Isle de France. His
menu was still undergoing last-minute modifications on opening day:
“Just that morning, I
changed the waffle
recipe. Every detail is
important,” explains
Jean Imbert, the new
celebrity chef at Cheval
Blanc. “I met the people
from Cheval Blanc last
winter in Courchevel. I
decided to explore the
situation for Saint
Barth. I came for about
10 days last spring, and
I met local providers
and fishermen…”
To get the job, Imbert,
who runs restaurants in
New York and Miami,
as well as three eateries
in Paris, created a menu
featuring Caribbean flavors mixed with the
refinement and technicality of French cuisine.
That includes the gourmet Chicken Colombo
(120€ for two people),
and lobster, direct from
the sea, grilled at the
table right in front of
the guests. “Every

© Boby Allin
morning we get fresh
fish caught during the
night; I go to La Main
Verte to get aromatic
herbs; we go to the Ti
Marché for fruit… I
want to be as local as
possible, while respecting the reputation of
Cheval Blanc,” he says.
Something special we
should try? “I’d choose
a dessert, the passion
fruit tart. It’s been four
days since I ate that,”
says the chef. Light and
tart, this dessert is
baked by Marine, the
pastry chef, who
worked for four years
alongside the legendary
Cédric Grolet.

As chef to the stars (his
social media channels
show photos with such
illustrious clients as
Beyoncé, MBappé,
Pharrell Williams, etc.),
Imbert can only flourish
in Saint Barth: “I found
an island that is much
more authentic than
what we see of it from
Paris. Much less of a
cliché.”
Imbert also participated
in the recruitment of the
kitchen staff, led on the
island by Anthony Clémot, and says the staff
is “the key to success,
as we have known for
twenty years.” Always

in a hurry, this famous
French chef, who just
opened a restaurant
based on his 93 year-old
grandmother’s recipes,
notes that his success
comes from his commitment and his motivation. “I always tell my
staff, look what can be
done in 30 minutes. But
behind all that, there us
a lot of work. We work
instead of spending time
watching TV or on
Facebook, and on an
airplane we work rather
than watch a film.” As a
result, the celebrity chef
was just elected Chef of
The Year by GQ Magazine. “It is always an
honor to receive such a
prize, especially when
you look at the other
chefs who have won it.”
After La Case, Cheval
Blanc Isle de France
will open its second
restaurant, La Cabane,
more casual and beachfront. The luxury hotel,
with its “palace” ranking, has just about completed its expansion
with the renovation of
the former Taiwana,
bringing its capacity to
61 rooms, making it the
largest hotel on the
island. And like its
counterparts, they are
expecting an exceptional season.
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Real Estate
For sale, Charming 3 bedroom villa
with pool situated in Petit Cul-deSac offering a beautiful water view
and proximity to the beach. Built
with exotic woods in traditional West
Indies style, there are several pavilions that contain a spacious kitchen
and dining room, and a living room.
Price : € 2,950,000
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International Realty 0590 29 90 10 sothebys@stbarth.com
For sale, Newly renovated 3 bedroom villa ideally located in Colombier with a stunning view of the sea
that encompasses the neighboring
islands of Nevis, St. Kitts, Statia and
Saba. The villa’s main level encompasses a living room, kitchen with a
breakfast bar, and a covered dining
terrace. All 3 bedrooms have en suite
baths. The pool area affords abun-

St Barth Weekly n°415

dant space for sunning and outdoor
living. Parking is ample.
Price : € 11,500,000
St. Barth Properties Sotheby’s International Realty - 0590 29 90 10 sothebys@stbarth.com
- Buildable land for sale between
St.Jean and Lurin. 856 m2 with a
nice view of the bay of St. Jean.
Price: 1 695 000 €
Large lot of buildable land with
ocean views and the bay of St. Jean.
2 778 m2 with a permit for a 4-bedroom villa. Prix: 3 700 000 €
Wimco Real Estate
0590
51
07
51
realestate@wimco.com
- Apartment for sale in the popular
Colony Club in Gustavia: large living, 1 bedroom with a contemporary
bathroom, kitchen, large terrace with
harbor views. Large laundry and
storage space. Great rental history.

Turn-key. Price: 1 995 000 €
Wimco Real Estate 0590 51 07 51 realestate@wimco.com
- 2-level villa with 4 bedrooms for
sale in Pointe Milou. Sunset views,
pool, terraces, parkings. Rare opportunity but some work is needed.
Prix: 3 500 000 €
Wimco Real Estate 0590 51 07 51 realestate@wimco.com
Land
For sale, this plot of land of 1000 m²
located in Vitet, is in its entirety in a
buildable area. Oriented North / East
it overlooks the Grand Cul-de-Sac
lagoon, offering a nice perspective.
Price : € 1,596,000
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International Realty 0590
29
90
10
sothebys@stbarth.com
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